Therefore, a duration criterion was established so that at least two such serial spikes (occurring at most 0.5 s apart) were required to define a burst. Single spi .ke potentials were , in fa ct, rare, and a close consideration of these criteria was required in only an estimated 5 7; of the events. The experiments were run for 1-2 h to obtain suEciently large samples. No appreciable changes in the level of act ivity of each preparation were a .pparent during these periods, and all data were utilized.
The electrical record from all electrodes showed spike bursts occurring at intervals which corresponded approximately to integer multiples of the slow-wave period. In the experiments with circumferentially arranged electrodes, each electrode record was read separately by counting the number of spike bursts occurring throughout the recording period. This number was then divided by the total number of spike bursts recorded from all electrodes in that experiment. The resulting fraction was an estimate of the participation of the tissue under one electrode relative to the total activity in that cross section. Sometimes all circumferentially arranged electrodes manifested spike bursts in any single slow-wave cycle, but more commonly all electrode sites were not so involved.
Since the slow wave is observed to be essentially simultaneous in a cross section (l), the presence of a spike burst at only one electrode site indicates when bursts would have occurred at the other electrodes. Therefore, the number of circumferentially arranged electrodes involved in the event was computed for all slow-wave cycles in which at least one spike burst was detected at any point. Thus, each experiment yielded a histogram for the occurrence of simultaneous spike bursts in a cross section, f(x), where x takes on the integer values: 1, 2, 3, q v -8.
In the studies with 16 electrodes in the long axis, the total number of spike bursts at each electrode in the entire recording period was divided by the total number of spike bursts occurring at all electrodes to estimate the percent activity for each electrode site. Since spike bursts are assumed herein to be phase-locked to slow waves (unpublished results), and since slow waves occur with a proximalto-distal phase lag, the spike bursts appeared to sweep caudad as a cyclic event at the period and velocity of the slow wave. In any single cycle, a spike burst occurred on one to several adjacent electrodes. Therefore, the number of serial electrode sites involved in each such cycle was also recorded.
The frequency of occurrence of numbers of adjacent electrode sites involved in each cycle, f(x), was estimated, where x takes on the integer values 1, 2, 3, . s -16. These spike bursts were considered "sequential" whenever they were generated over a series of adjacent electrodes within the same slow-wave cycle. It is important to realize tha-t: if more than one control potential exists in a region between two adjacent electrodes, the lag time between sequential spikes would not correspond, in general, to the phase lag between the slow waves occurring at those electrodes. However, inspection of the data showed that the lag time between sequential spike bursts was consistent: with the slow-wave phase lag at all electrodes. Propagation of slow waves through the duodenum and upper jejunum has been found to be uniform and controlled by the same pacemaker (5). Many sequential spike bursts appeared to begin and end within the span of electrodes, but in other cases either the 1st or the 16th electrode was involved SO that one could not see the beginning or the end of the sequence of adjacent spikes. In these cases, the estimation of the number of electrodes involved in the event can be erroneous because truncation error might have occurred. An actuarial method (5) that offers a maximum likelihood estimator was adapted to include all events (see APPENDIX).
Finally, the preparations with four circumferentially arranged electrodes in each of four cross sections were examined to seek evidence of preferential spread of spike bursts in "channels" in the long axis at one or another point in the circumference.
The four electrodes in each section had been placed as closely as possible at corresponding points relative to the mesenteric insertion. Comparisons of percent activity at corresponding electrodes in the four sections were made.
RESULTS
Distributions of spike bursts in single slow-wave cycles at a single CYOSS section. In those slow-wave cycles where a spike burst occurred at any point in the cross section, all eight electrode sites were involved only about 25 % of the time. Spike bursts occurred att each specific number of electrode sites (less than eight) only about 10 % of the time (Fig. 1) 
Channel
No. The resulting histograms were not uniform but suggested trends toward monotonic increases or decreases in the caudal direction (Table  4) . Unfortunately, the sample size represented in Table 4 is not large enough to ascertain whether the suggested increases or decreases are statistically significant. The data from the same five experiments were also examined to find evidence for preferential spread of spike bursts caudad at one or another point on the circumference. The data from each of the four electrodes (one in each section) occupying corresponding positions relative to the mesentery were used to estimate percentages of activity for longitudinal bands at different positions around the duodenum. The estimates, shown in can be suggested for this phenomenon. The first one is that the strength of the contractions is graded and that only about 25 % of the contractions achieve maximal strength. The other explanation is that the planar section defined by the circurnferentially arranged electrodes sometimes is located at the "head," sometimes at the "tail," and sometimes in the center of a ring contraction. This second explanation assumes that ring contractions have centers in which the whole circumference participates, and have heads and tails in which the contraction force is graded through involvement of less than the whole circumference.
The histograms of spike bursts in the long axis within any single slow-wave cycle suggest that long peristaltic sweeps are rare along the duodenum, at least in this kind of preparation. Most of them seem to sweep no farther than 3 cm. Long peristaltic "rushes" have been observed in in vivo preparations in the past. The data indicate that, in individual experiments, there may be quite large differences in activity from place to to place, both around and along the duodenum, Experiments with electrodes placed along the duodenum suggest that nonuniformity of spike bursts along the duodenum increase with the net level of activity of the tissue. Slightly higher percentages of activity for spike bursts at the paramesenteric sites are detectable and statistically significant. However, the data do not establish any clear patterns indicating particular regions where spike bursts occur preferentially for the nonparamesenteric sites. Nevertheless, such regions could be present and might be revealed by experiments with large numbers of closely spaced electrodes arranged in different configurations.
The suggested monotonic increases or decreases in the caudal direction obtained from the experiments where four electrodes were arranged in four serial cross sections (Table  4) 
